Callouts 2014
“Full Page” means that all of the Lake District Mountain Rescue Search Dogs were paged to attend. “Found” means that the dog team
found the casualty with no prior knowledge as to his/her location. “Located” indicates that the Team or dog handler had a rough idea
where the missing person(s) was.
No
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Date/ Time/ Teams/ Area
06 Jan 1700hrs
PATTERDALE MRT
Full Page
Stood down 2030hrs
07 Jan 0900hrs
PATTERDALE MRT
Full Page
Stood down 1530hrs
12 Jan 1500hrs
PENRITH MRT
Full Page

6

Ginny, Beck, Corrie,
Meg

Details
A man was reported as missing following a party
at a hotel adjacent to the lake at Glenridding.
Dogs were requested to search the grounds and
nearby shorelines to see if he could be located.
The search from the previous day was continued,
into wider areas.

Outcome
An extensive search by police,
Patterdale MR team and dogs was
undertaken with no result.
Nothing was found to indicate the
missing person had been in the
areas. The search was stood down
pending any new information.
Dogs and Penrith Team,as well as an
RAF helicopter, searched the areas of
Castle Carrock and Gelt Woods. The
body of the lady was found the
following day. FATAL.
An extensive search including
Keswick and Cockermouth teams was
undertaken. The body of a woman
was found in the river by a swiftwater
group of MR team members. FATAL

Dottie, Corrie,
Beck, Meg, Einich,
Ted, Keppi, Ginny,
Jake

Police raised concerns regarding a 57yr old
woman missing in the Castle Carrock area.

Dottie, Ted, Corrie,
Beck, Ginny, Jake,
Einich, Kitt, Skye,
Meg

A woman was reported missing and concerns
were raised after her vehicle was found
abandoned near the River Greta in Keswick.

2 Feb 0900hrs
LOCHABER MRT
Dog in the area
Stood down 1500hrs

Dottie

An avalanche had occurred on the Ring of Steall
route and a man was reported as missing Dottie and handler were training with their team
in the area and attended the callout

Dottie and Penrith team were tasked
with searching above the Steall Falls
area. The body of the man was later
found in the river – FATAL

17 Feb 1425hrs
CONISTON MRT
Stood down 1700hrs

Einich, Ani, Bute,
Skye

Two people reported themselves lost whilst
walking on Coniston Old Man - they were unable
to give a location and reported that they were on
steep ground and unable to move, with one of
their party becoming very cold

Handlers were searching a known
black spot above Levers Water and
heard whistling. They reported this
to team members in the area of Great
How Crag who escorted the pair to
safety.

Stood down 1800hrs
14 Jan 1805hrs
KESWICK MRT
Full Page
Stood down 0030hrs

5

Search Dogs
Ginny, Ted, Dottie,
Beck, Corrie, Meg

Local dogs only

(Plus 7 dogs from
SARDA Scotland)
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19 Feb 1700hrs
Langdale/Ambleside MRT
Stood down 1940hrs
Local dogs only
6 March 2050hrs
PENRITH MRT
Stood down 0000hrs
Full Page
12 March 0535hrs
WASDALE MRT
Stood down 1210hrs

Ted

A man and woman reported themselves lost on
Silver Howe.

Ginny, Beck, Olli,
Bute, Ani, Skye,
Ted

A 20 year old male was reported as missing in
the Windermere area

Despite a search of the Slver Howe
area by team and dog, the man and
woman were actually found by a
farmer on Blind Tarn Moss!
Penrith team and team dog searched
the immediate vicinity as the other
dog teams were deploying to the
area. The missing lady was found by
Police walking along the road
between Eamont Bridge and Clifton
There was a comprehensive search
carried out of a large area
surrounding the Scafell Massive and
sadly the body of a gentleman was
discovered in a waterfall pool at
junction between Gable Beck and Ill
Gill. FATAL
Despite an extensive search the male
was not found.

Dottie, Ginny, Meg,
Keppi, Sam, Jake

A husband and wife were walking in the area of
woodland near Cliburn when they became
seperated for a while. The husband was unable
to find the wife and spent time searching for her
- this was escalated to the police as concerns
were growing for her
A man had been reported by his wife as overdue
from a planned walk on Scafell Pike. An initial
overnight search had no result so this was scaled
up to include a number of other MR teams and
dogs

Ted and Skye
plus SARDA Wales
Trailing dog Boris

The incident from earlier in the day was reopened following further information.

Despite a further extensive search
the missing person was not located.

Ted and Skye

At request of Cumbria police; To revisit and
search Ghyll from Steam boat Museum to Lake
Road, in daylight - as previously searched at
night. Also supporting two Swift Water
Technicians from Langdale team.
Two people reported as lost on the summit of
Bowfell.

The missing person was not located

Ginny, Beck, Meg,
Skye, Olli, Bute

Full page
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27 March 1300hrs
LAMRT MRT
Full page
Stood down 1615hrs
27 March 2330hrs
LAMRT MRT
Trailing and Local dogs only
Stood down 0130hrs
29 March 1246hrs
LAMRT MRT
Local dogs only
Stood down 1505hrs
28 March 1701hrs
LAMRT MRT
Local dogs only
Stood down 1739hrs
28 March 2035hrs
KESWICK MRT
Full page
Stood down 0020 Sat

Ted and Kitt

Ginny, Beck, Olly,
Corrie, Keppi and
Meg

Conclusion: The missing persons
body was recovered from the lake
some weeks later. FATAL
Handlers recalled as couple made
their way down to Three Tarns

Missing 64 year old solo walker failed to return to Search stood down after midnight.
accommodation.
Missing person not found.
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29 March 0745hrs
KESWICK MRT
Full page
Stood down 1045hrs
6 April 1304hrs
WASDALE MRT
Full Page
Stood down 1414hrs
18 April 2017hrs
WASDALE MRT
Local dogs only
Stood Down 2209hrs
28 April 1212hrs
WASDALE MRT
Request for Swift Water
Technician handlers only
Stood down 1740hrs
14 April 2230hrs
KESWICK MRT
Full Page
Stood down 0330hrs
4 May 1424hrs
CONISTON MRT
Local dogs only
Stood down 1500
26 May 1811hrs
LANGDALE AMBLESIDE MRT
Local dogs
Stood down 1820hrs
30 May 2014 1330hrs
PATTERDALE MRT initially,
but subsequently passed to
KESWICK MRT
Full page

Ginny, Beck, Keppi,
Ted and Sam

Search continued from previous night.

Missing person was found below
Sharp Edge by team members.
FATAL.

Ginny, Keppi, Meg
and Bute

Walkers reported overdue from night ascent of
Scafell Pike (Three Peaks).

Found by team members in Hollow
Stones.

Olly

Party of 3 got lost on the way down from Scafell
Pike but they could see the lake and buildings.
They had no torch and were worried about not
getting down by dark. They also had NO map,
compass, whistle, food or water. They didn't
know where they had set off from.
A 76 yr old man was reported as missing, having
been seen approx. 09:10 with a dog, swimming
in the estuary. The man disappeared under the
water.
The dog managed to get ashore.
A 69 year old man failed to return after a walk
on Scafell from Seathwaite

The Team and handler were recalled
when missing persons phoned from
their vehicle. They also got lost whilst
driving!

Olly, Beck, Bute,
Skye and Keppi.
Dottie on route.
Ginny, Keppi, Beck,
Ani, Dottie, Corrie,
Olly, Bute
Bute

A party of four reported themselves as lost in fog
on Coniston Old Man.

Searchdogs;
Beck, Ted, Ginny,
Olly

2 young girls became separated from their father
on Broad Crag

Beck, Ginny, Meg,
Keppi, Ted

Initially Patterdale MRT were alerted by Police to
a possible missing person, after a man resident
failed to return to his hotel in Patterdale. After
the police 'pinged' the misper's phone, it
appeared that this placed him near to the

The missing man had not been
located.
Conclusion: The missing mans body
was discovered weeks later in a tidal
section of the river Esk. FATAL
After an extensive search by a
number of MRTs and dogs, the body
of the missing person was found by
Wasdale team members in Piers Gill FATAL
The search was called off as the party
had met up with other walkers and
were being escorted off the fell
Handlers responded swiftly in the
light of the ages of the children.
However, the girls were located as
the dog teams were getting ready to
deploy.
An extensive search ensued including
helicopter support from Greater
Manchester Police. Search Dogs
searched the steep gills on the
western side of Helvellyn. The body
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Stood down 2130hrs
8 June 2046hrs
DUDDON & FURNESS MRT
Full pages
Stood down 2320hrs
9 June 2015hrs
CONISTON MRT
Full page
Stood down 2030hrs
15 June 0445hrs
PENRITH MRT
Local Dogs Only

Keswick side of the Helvellyn range, and Keswick
MRT then took control of the incident.
Skye, Sam, Ani,
Bute, Einich, Beck

A 38 year old man was reported as having been
missing for 24 hours.

Einich, Ani & Beck

A 70 year old male was reported as
missing/overdue in the Coniston area (walking
over Coniston Old Man, via Levers Water
Hawse.)
A male fell runner had been reported missing
from a fell race in the Shap area from the
previous day.

Dottie

Stood down 0515hrs
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15 June 0515hrs
PENRITH MRT
Full Page
Stood down 0800hrs

Corrie, Dottie,
Ginny, Ted
Ani and Meg en
route

of a man was spotted by the police
helicopter in an area of steep
ground - FATAL
Handlers and team members
searched wooded ground near to
Newby Bridge but the man was
reported by Police to be safe and well
some time later.
The search was stood down whilst
the dog teams were en route. Found
by MRT on lower section of Walna
Scar road.
The organisers had failed to record
his retirement from the race and had
called out the team. The man was
discovered in a B&B by Police as the
dog team was en route.

At the same time as callout 21, Penrith MRT
were asked to deal with an 80 year old man
suffering with Parkinsons, reported as being
missing overnight from a house in Caldbeck.

As Penrith and Kirkby MRTs and the
dog teams were searching, the man
was found by a farmer in his
farmyard, and taken to hospital.
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07 July 1800hrs
PATTERDALE MRT
Patterdale MRT / Penrith MRT /
Kendal MRT / RAF Boulmer
Helicopter
Local Dogs
Stood down 2030hrs

Ani, Keppi, Dottie,
Corrie

A lone 21yr old female walker had contacted
police to say that she was lost on the Coast to
Coast walk. She could identify a large body of
water with a dam (possibly) below her.

The woman was located by MRT safe
and well.
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23 July 0425 hrs
TWEED VALLEY MRT
SARDA Southern Scotland
Full Page
Stood Down 0630hrs

Beck, Ginny, Corrie
& Skye

A 14yr old Female from a farm near
Newcastleton was reported missing overnight
after a row with her brother.

She was located safe and well near
home, having bivvied out in disused
cottage in the depths of the forest,
which she knew well. LDMRSDA
Dogs were stood down in en route.
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02 Aug 0545hrs
CAVE RESCUE
ORGANISATION
Wharfdale Fell Rescue Team
RAF MRT

Full Page

Stood Down 0830hrs
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28 Aug 2255hrs
LANGDALE AMBLESIDE MRT
Keswick MRT / Wasdale MRT
Full Page

Off Hill 0600hrs (29.9.14)
29 Aug 0715hrs
LANGDALE AMBLESIDE MRT
Keswick MRT/ Wasdale MRT/
Kendal MRT / Duddon MRT
Full Page

Fern, Keppi, Ted,
Skye, Sam & Corrie

Long Preston, North Yorks
The dogs were contacted to assist CRO to search
for 23yr old male with diabetes, who had been
missing overnight.

**1st callout**
for recently graded
dog team Dave
Howarth & Fern.
Beck, Ginny, Meg,
Skye & Sam

2x 23yr old males called on a mobile phone
(poor signal) to report themselves lost and very
tired after a walk from Old Dungeon Ghyll,
Langdale over to Scafell Pike. The information
they gave stated that they were returning from
Scafell and believed they were somewhere near
Crinkle Crags.

Ginny, Corrie,
Einich, Bute, Ani &
Keppi

Continuation of previous night’s search.

Jake

2x Female Coast to Coast walkers were reported
overdue from their destination at Rosthwaite.

Stand Down 1330hrs
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31 Aug 2257hrs
Cockermouth MRT
Local Dog
Stood Down 0010hrs

Male was found sheltering in a local
barn by land owner during routine
checks.

LDMRSDA Dogs had started to search
large areas and were recalled once
the find had been confirmed.
Dogs attached to MR Teams during
the night battled low cloud, heavy
hail/rain and winds of upto 60mph.
Search areas of Rossett Gill, Stake
Gill, Rossett Crags, Angle Tarn,
Grains Gill, Calf Cove, Esk Hause, Esk
Pike, Ore Gap, Allen Crags, Glaramara
and Hind Gill were covered.
The search areas were increased to
include the Upper Esk, Moasdale,
Little Stand, Cold Pike, Crinkle Crags.
The two men were located late
morning in their car (!) at the Old
Dungeon Ghyll by Search Dog Corrie
returning from her search task. They
had apparently gone to ground
overnight near Green Hole – very
cold & wet.. At dawn, they had then
made their way up and over into
Langdale valley. They were wet, cold
and exhausted and had not read the
note left on the windscreen.
The missing people were found by
MRT members just after the search
dog handler had started her search
area in Ennerdale.
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03 Sept 0122hrs
Kendal MRT
Full Page

Stood Down 0500hrs
03 Sept 2140hrs
Cockermouth MRT
Local Dog Only

Dottie, Ginny,
Einich, Keppi and
Beck.

Jake

Stood Down 2310hrs
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04 Sept 0007hrs
Patterdale MRT,
(+Kendal MRT, Penrith MRT)
Full Page
Stood Down 0430hrs
16 Sept 1530hrs
Penrith MRT
Full Page
Stood Down 1740hrs
19 Sept 1950hrs
Wasdale MRT,
Keswick MRT
Full Page
Stood Down 2030hrs
27 Sept 1656hrs
Wasdale MRT
Full Page
Stood Down 2045hrs

Ted, Ani. Keppi,
Fern, Corrie

Dottie, Corrie,
Bracken (in Transit)
Ginny, Beck,
Bracken, Keppi,
Ted (in Transit)
Jake, Dottie, Beck,
Keppi, Einich,
Ginny, Kitt (in
Transit)

An 84yr old male suffering from dementia and
diabetes was reported missing from home at
Staveley in Cartmel. He had last been seen with
his dog at 2000hrs.

Handlers were tasked to search areas
around the Newby Bridge area. The
gentleman was found at 0348hrs,
entangled in vegetation by Search
Dog Beck – her first find. Apart from
minor cuts, bruises and abrasions, he
was in good spirits. He was
Stretchered down to his home by
Kendal MRT.
FIND – Search Dog Beck & Chris
Francis.
Two Coast to Coast walkers from the USA
The Search dog team were in transit
became lost between Haystacks & Honister. They when MRT members located the
had contacted their accommodation by mobile
missing walkers from GPS cophone, who in turn reported them lost.
ordinates, and by identifying their
lights on the hill.
A Search was initiated for a 56yr old, single
Woman was found by MRT, walking
female walker who was attempting the Coast to
along the road in Kentmere after
Coast route.It involved the Hartsop / High Street having bivvied out most of the night.
and Kentmere Areas.
Search for a 68yr old male, missing following a
car crash at Rockcliffe (nr Carlisle). Handlers
were tasked to search areas of woodland near to
crashed vehicle.
2 walkers phoned for help after becoming lost
and disorientated in the mist.

The gentleman was found safe and
well by a member of the public.

Dogs were requested to search the Dent Fell
area near Egremont for a vulnerable missing
male.

Dogs searched a large are of forest
before handlers for Jake and Ginny
located the missing male in a tent
after information given by a member
of the public. LOCATE: Search Dog
Jake and Laura Connolly.

Keswick MRT were able to locate the
two using the SARLOC system.
Keswick MRT then walk the two to
safety.
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28 Sept 2146hrs
Wasdale MRT
Keswick MRT
Full Page

Stood Down 0330hrs
01 Oct 1142hrs
Police,
Coastguard
Penrith MRT
Full Page
Stood Down 1500hrs
04 Oct 1546hrs
Cockermouth MRT
Full Page
Stood Down 2015hrs
05 Oct 1200hrs
Cockermouth MRT
Full Page
Stood Down 1330hrs
07 Oct 1436hrs
Police
Duddon MRT
Full Page

Stood Down 1820hrs

Ginny, Beck, Meg

Ginny, Corrie

A Search was requested to find a lone male
walker missing after a day on Scafell. His
Wife and family were waiting at Seathwaite,
Borrowdale.

An 85yr old dementia sufferer was reported as
missing from home since previous afternoon.

Jake, Ginny, Corrie,
Ted, Fern, Bracken,
Keppi

A 59 yr old male was reported as missing in the
Wigton area, in unusual circumstances.

Jake, Ted, Fern,
Ginny, Sam, Keppi

Police requested a continuation of the previous
day’s search for missing 59yr old male. A new
search plan was produced.

Fern, Einich, Ted,
Beck, Keppi

Police in Millom requested a search be made for
a missing vulnerable 56yr old male from the local
area.

Trailing Dog: Boris
en route from
Bolton

The dog teams were tasked with
search areas around the Corridor
Route. Keswick MRT members
spotted a light near Angle Tarn, whih
turned out to be the missing man. He
was evacuated via Langdale, and
eventually reunited with his family n
the early hours of the morning.
Dogs searched various areas of
woodland and the nature reserve,
and then began a search of Bitts
Park. At this point he was found by
Coastguard Teams on bank of the
River Eden, hypothermic and
confused.
Dog teams searched a umber of
locations including woodlands,
copses, rough ground and disused
buildings with no result.
As the dog teams assembled for
briefing, they were asked to hold,
pending further information. After a
longish wait, it then transpired that
the missing person had been located
in Glasgow.
The dog teams were tasked to search
variety of local areas including
woodlands. The Misper was Found
by Search Dog Fern, closely
followed by Search Dog Einich
seconds later. He had spent the
previous night in the woods, certain
that he would not be found! He was
was able to walk out with the dog
teams after some encouragement.
FIND: Fern (1st find) and Dave
Howarth
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18 Oct 1745hrs
Langdale / Ambleside MRT
Local Dogs
Stood Down 1930hrs

Ted

The Team were tasked to search for a missing
33 yr old male, after he failed to meet up his
walking partner, having become separated on
the hill
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24 Oct 1909hrs
Keswick MRT
RAF MRT
Full Page

Beck, Fern,
Ginny,Meg,Ted

A 75yr old male dementia patient had walked
away from his carer in the centre of Keswick.
The gentleman was local, an ex-fellrunner and
walker, with extensive knowledge of the local
area.

Beck, Ginny

A 48yr female vertigo sufferer did not like the
descent route down Rottenstone Gill, She
separated from the group to find another route
down, and made an arrangement to meet up in
Rosthwaite. Team alerted after she had not been
seen for 2hrs, and given her condition, it was
decided to mount a swift search to find her.

Stood Down 2215hrs
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26 Oct 1412hrs

Keswick MRT

Local Dogs
Stood Down 1500hrs

MRT was tasked with searching roads
in Little Langdale, Great Langdale, 3
Shires Area, Oxendale and Blea Tarn.
The Dog Team was tasked with
searching the footpath onto the
summit of Pike O’Blisco. The missing
male was located at bus stop near
Old Dungeon Ghyll !
Various areas around Keswick were
searched by Dog teams, Keswick
MRT, RAF MRT and the Police. While
searches were in progress, various
sighting were also reported which
indicated that the gent was still
moving about. He was located safe
and well by RAF MRT on a road
leading to the A66.
The lady arrived at the meeting point
safe and well not long after the alarm
was raised. Other search Dog Teams
en route down Borrowdale to
deployment areas were stood down.
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05 Nov 1707hrs
Coniston MRT
Local Dogs
Stood Down 1950hrs

Bute, Einich

Coniston MRT were called to assist a 42yr old
Team members performing a hasty
female who had slipped while walking her dog on search found the lady as dogs were
Coniston Old Man, and was unable to move. She about to start searching.
gave an approximate description to her location.
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06 Nov 1331hrs
Coniston MRT
Local Dog

Bute

Coniston MRT were requested to search for a
missing 73yr old female, who had become
separated from her walking group 'on a fell
above A593' ( which turned out to be
Latterbarrow). She had not been seen for 2hrs.

Stood Down 1405hrs

One of the Team’s Search Dogs
began to search the route of the
group from the roadside back to
summit of Latterbarrow. Lady was
located by the MR Team using the
SARLOC system.
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10 Nov 1554hrs
Langdale Ambleside MRT
Local Dogs
Stood Down 2130hrs

Kitt, Skye

LAMRT were called to assist a pair of walkers
who had got into difficulty, initially on the
summit of Harrison Stickle. They were unable to
locate a safe way off the summit in poor
visibility.
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10 Nov 1919hrs
Keswick MRT
Full Page
Stood Down 2359

Ginny, Beck, Jake,
Fern, Meg, Kitt,
Keppi

A 44yr old experienced mountaineer failed to
return from a scrambling expedition to Cam Crag
Ridge and Glaramara. He had left a detailed
route with his father, and the Team decided that
the ground he was on posed risks which
suggested he might have come to harm.
(NOTE – Leaving a route card contributed to his
survival)
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14 Nov 1825hrs
Langdale/Ambleside MRT
Local Dogs
Stood Down 2030hrs

Kitt, Skye

A 77yr old man was reported overdue by his wife
after going for a walk in the Alcock Tarn area.
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18 Nov 1859hrs
Kendal MRT
Full Page
Stood Down 2030hrs

On scene: Fern,
Ted, Skye

Police called local MRT to a missing 43yr old
male in the Staveley in Cartmel, Newby Bridge
area.

En route: Keppi,
Beck, Ginny

They were given directions off the top
and a small group of MRT sent to
meet them as they had no torches
and daylight was failing. Before they
could be located by Team Members
they missed the path again, then
becoming cragfast on steep ground,
with darkness adding to the poor
visibility. They were eventually
located and evacuated to safe
ground.
Team Members located the pair as
the Search Dogs were in transit to
start point.
Person was found by Keswick MRT,
after the casualty heard voices and
saw a search dog’s light, and called
out. The casualty had multiple serious
injuries. He was treated on scene,
then flown to hospital in Newcastle
by Royal Navy Seaking. Search dog
handlers assisted with the securing of
the casualty site and movement of
equipment.
Small search teams including dogs
were rapidly deployed to search the
popular walking paths around Alcock
Tarn. The missing man was located
by team members, off the path and
with no torch. He was safe and well.
The Team then walked the man back
down to safety and returned him to
his wife in Grasmere.
Kendal MRT began to assemble
people and search dogs at a RV for a
potential search. Police were
gathering details and conducting their
initial searches. There had been
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21 Nov 1730hrs
Langdale/Ambleside MRT
Local Dog

Stood Down 1900hrs
22 Nov 0800hrs
Penrith MRT
Patterdale MRT
Kendal MRT
Full Page
Stood Down 0835hrs
22 Nov 1930hrs
Langdale/Ambleside MRT
Local Dog

Kitt

A foreign tourist walking between Ambleside and
Grassmere had phoned in to say that she was off
route and lost.

Dottie, Keppi, Ani,
Ted, Fern, Ginny

3 missing males were reported lost in the area of
Mosedale Cottage, Wetsleddale. They had been
out since 1900 the previous night, in very wet
and cold conditions. One was suspected
hypothermia case.

29 Nov 1640hrs
Langdale/Ambleside MRT
Local Dog
Stood Down 1930hrs

Search Dogs involved were recalled
whilst en route to search areas.

Ted

A search for a group of 5 people missing on top
of the Crinkle Crags.

Missing group were located by Search
Dog Ted (2330hrs) in very steep
ground below Long Top. Dog Team
and Team Member followed whistles.
Missing group were walked out to
safety by Handler and MRT via
Mosedale, Cockley Beck.
LOCATE: Ted & Roger Pickup

Skye
Kitt (en route)

A family of 3 were reported to be benighted on
the Wansfell ridge, due to failing light, very poor
visibility and navigational miscalculation,

The MRT were able to acheive an
approximate SARLOC position and
dispatched two small search parties
(one from Ambleside, one from

Stood Down 0230hrs
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sightings of the missing man in a
local hotel. Police then stood MRT
and Dogs down. The Missing male
was located by police shortly
afterwards, walking down a country
lane at Backbarrow.
The lost person's phone was tracked
by SARLOC, and gave her position as
somewhere on the path from Rydal to
Nab Scar. LAMRT already had some
of its Search Dogs and Handlers
deployed/assisting on other rescues.
Search Dog Kitt/Olly were tasked to
locate and retrieve the lost person.
She was located safe and well,
escorted down to a waiting
vehicle,and on to the MRT Base.
LOCATE: Kitt & Olly Benson
The group were located by Penrith
MRT members who had been out
searching most of the night.
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6 Dec 2230hrs
Langdale/Ambleside MRT,
RAF Leeming MRT
Full Page

Stood Down 0630hrs
(07.12.2014)
7 Dec 0700hrs
Langdale/Ambleside MRT,
Kendal MRT
Full Page

Stood Down 0847hrs
15 Dec 1847hrs
Police
Cockermouth MRT
Local Dogs
Stood Down 1940hrs

Skye, Beck and
Corrie

A solo male walker was reported missing by his
wife after he failed to return to his car after a
day out walking. His intended route was over
Pike O'Blisco and Crinkle Crags.

Ted, Ani, and Ginny

A continuation from the previous night’s search
areas.

Ginny and Dottie

Police requested that Cockermouth MRT check
areas near to a crashed car at Lorton to ensure
there were no missing persons in the vicinity.

Troutbeck). The search group
including Search Dog/Handler spotted
a light and heard shouts, and were
then guided into the family's position.
The family were given warm clothing
and hot drinks on the hill, then
walked back to safety and a waiting
MRT vehicle.
LAMRT and search dogs teams
searched the popular routes from
Langdale over the intended route,
while RAF Leeming were tasked to
search the Lincove Beck area.
High winds, driving rain, sleet, hail
and streams in spate with melt water
made for challenging conditions.This
search was stood down at 0630hrs,
to resume at 'first light'.
The missing male phoned the police
stating that his was safely down from
the mountains, from a farm house in
Seathwaite, Borrowdale. Search Dogs
teams were stood down while waiting
to be deployed, or en route. It
transpired that the misper had made
some “navigational errors” and had
found shelter for the night in the
stretcher box at Sty Head. At 0650hrs
he then made his way down to the
nearest phone at Seathwaite.
Area around car and ghyll sides for
400m was searched to ensure that all
persons from the accident had been
accounted for.

